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ABSTRACT 

Fueling requirements and impurity levels in neutral-beam-heated 

discharges in the PDX tokamak have been compared for plasmas formed with 

conventional graphite rai l l imiters, a particle scoop liraiter, and an open or 

closed poloidal divertor. Gag flows necessary to obtain a given density are 

highest for diverted discharges and lowest for the scoop limiter. Hydrogen 

pel let injection provides an eff ic ient alternate fueling technique, and a 

multiple pel let Injector has produced high density discharges for an absorbed 

neutral beam power of up to 600 kw, above which higher speeds or more massive 

pel le ts are required for penetration to the plasma core. Power balance 

studies Indicate that 30-40* of the total input power is radiated while •- 15% 

is absorbed by the limiting surface, except in the open divertor case, where 

60% flows to the neutralizer plate. In a l l operating configurations, z e f E 

usually rises at the onset of neutraJ beam injection. Both open divertor 

plasmas and those formed on a well conditioned water-cooled limiter have Z „ 

^ 2 at the end of neutral injection. A definitive comparison of divertors and 

lintlters for impurity control purposes requires longer beam pulses or higher 

power levels than available on present machines. 
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1. Introduction 

as experience with large auxiliary-heated tokamak devices has grown, 

the importance of impurity control has become ever more evident. High power 

neutral beam injection experiments in several devices have allowed the study 

of impurity production and control under power loading levels of several 

kW/cm . advanced limiter concepts such a3 toroidal limiters [1,2] and 

particle scoop limiters [3,4] are presently under study while large tokamaks 

with magnetic divertors have been operating for several years [5-71. Tests of 

these concepts for impurity control are particularly important for the design 

of future long pulse devices with high power loading. The importance of 

particle control in tokamaks has also increased dramatically in the past few 

years. The localization of the plasma fueling source near tfte divertor region 

has been identified as a crucial factor In the attainment of improved energy 

confinement in neutral-beam-heated divertor discharges [8-10], while the use 

of pellet fueling has led to the attainment of breakeven values of nx in the 

Alcator-C device [11]. 

Earlier, we reported a preliminary comparison of several impurity 

control devices in the Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDX) tokamak E5]. That 

work emphasized the need to explore more fully several imparity control 

techniques in the presence of high power auxiliary heating. The PDX device is 

a large tokamak (ftp - 145 cm, a = 40 era) with up to 6 MW of neutral beam 

heating power available for 300 m3, and it has been capable of producing 

plasmas with either standard rail limiters, a toroidal bumper limiter, both 

open and closed poloidal divertors, and a particle scoop limiter. plasma 

fueling is achieved by either gas puffing or hydrogen pellet fueling. The 

•ain experiments in PDX consisted of the study of heating efficiency with 

near-perpendicular injection (each of four beam lines on PDX have a tangency 
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radius of 35 cm), the study of high-3, low q(a) discharges, and exploring 

regimes of improved confinement with diverted and scoop limiter discharges. 

During these studies, we have expanded our data base on the performance of 

various particle and impurity control techniques during high power neutral 

injection. In this paper, we review information obtained in the past two 

years to gain more insight into a direct comparison of Uieae techniques for 

particle and impurity control, and to put our earlier results in better 

perspective. 

Several modifications were made to the PDX device in late 1982 to 

extend the machine capabilities and allow new modes of operation [8]. The 

diveitor hardware was modified to close off the open conductance paths between 

the divertor chambers and the main plasma chamber, so that recombined neutral 

particles in the divertor region could enter the main chamber only by passing 

through the plasma in the throat region. This configuration is referred to as 

the "closed" divertor mode, as distinguished from the earlier "open" mode of 

operation. The outer divertor coils were deactivated to ease the plasma 

startup. The titanium divertor neutralizer platus and liners in the main 

chamber were replaced with ones made of stainless steel. In addition, the 

practice of Ti gettering in the upper divertor region was discontinued so that 

the upper chamber was unpumped. With these changes, single-lobe diverted 

plasmas of up to 500 kA with B = 140 cm and a = 38 cm could be obtained 

routinely by displacing the plasma column a few cm upward, and our earlier 

problems with titanium bursting in divertor plasmas were alleviated. 

In addition to the divertor modifications, a particle scoop llmiter was 

installed on the outer vacuum vessel wall. ThlB limiter is described in 

detail elsewhere [3], but we note here that it consists of a large (29 cm x 33 

cm) front graphite surface with a 2-cra wide pumping channel approximately 2 cm 
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behind the front face. The plasma hits vanadium-coated copper neutralizer 
plates and the recomblned neutrals are collected in an unpumped 50-Jt closed 
volume behind the Hmiter surface. The limiter was at a major radius of 193 
cm, resulting in 40-cm radius plasmas with R_ = 153 en. 

We concentrate here on discussions of the rail limiter, scoop limiter, 
and inside Dee divertor discharges with neutral injection. Four-null dlvertor 
discharges and toroidal bumper limiter discharges were discussed in our 
earlier paper [51. 

The major diagnostics employed for thesn studies include Thomson 
scattering systems for both the central plasma and edge plasma measurements, 
while impurities are monitored with absolutely calibrated VUV spectrometers, 
an X-ray pulse height analysis system, bolometer arrays, and visible 
bremsstrahlung measurements. Power deposition and edge plasma power flows are 
inferred from infrared TV observations, thermocouple arrays, and a variety of 
plasma probes. 
2. Fueling and Particle control 

2.1 Gas Puffing 
The fueling of ohmically heated POX discharges by puffing cold gas 

at the plasma periphery has heen described in detail previously [12,131. In 
general, the diverted discharges, either open or closed, required the largest 
gas flow to sustain a given plasma density while the limiter discharges 
required the least (approximately four times less than the dlvertor case), 
with the toroidal bumper limiter falling roughly midway lietween these two 
-jttremes. The change in neutral gas behavior, which was most evident after 
closing the divertor, was the buildup of a neutral gas pressure difference 
between the divertor and main chamber regions. While the compression ratio, 
P D I V / P M M H ' w a s v e c v d03 e t o unity for all cases with the open divertor 
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configuration, it routinely reached values of 10 to 30 in the closed 

configuration. Neutral gas pressures approaching 10 Torr were achieved in 
11 1 the divertor region for line average densities of ~ 5 x 10 , J cm"J (fig. 1). 

Both the neutral pressure and the scrape-off plasma density showed a nonlinear 

increase with the average main pla3na density, indicating that a high 

recycling divertor regime was achieved. The dependence of neutral pressure, 

H a emissions, and divertor plasma density on n e was modeled with the DEGAS 

neutral transport code to indicate that the electron temperature in the 

divertor region was a rapidly falling function of n e, with values below 10 eV 

for n e £ 3 x 1 0 1 3 cm"3 [13,14]. 

The situation with neutral beam injection (NBI) is considerably 

more complex since the confinement behavior of the plasma itself is a 

sensitive function of the operating conditions [3,9], It is instructive, 

however, to compare the gas flow rates required to achieve or sustain a given 

plasma density during at least 200 ms of NBi for each of our operating 

modes. In table 1 we list the gas flow rate required to obtain the listed n I 

for each of five operating conditions of interest. The open divertor results 

were obtained with the upper dome ungettered, similar to the closed divertor 

operating conditions. Neutral gas pressures were measured with magnetically 

shielded ionization gauges located near the limiter (rail or scoop) on the 

plasma midplane and in the upper divertor dome. The ionization gauge near the 

limiterg was located on the outside wall of the vacuum vessel, directly below 

the scoop limiter. Since the top rail limiter was used in the rail limiter 

studies, this gauge was located considerably closer to the scoop surface than 

to the surface of the graphite rail. 

The rail-limited discharge shows a relatively high pressure near 

the limiter while it is quite low far away from the limiter. The pressure 
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near the scoop limiter was less than, but comparable to, the values obtained 

with the rail limlter3. However, the scoop requ<res a very low gag flow 

compared to the rail limiter, suggesting efficient recycling on the face of 

the scoop or through the volume of gas trapped in the snoop plenum. The 

pressure of this gas in the plenum is on the order of 10 Torr. 

The neutral gas distribution in diverted discharges with NBI is 

compared in table 1 for three cases of interest. The open divertor data show 

only a slight amount of compression between the unpumped divertor ragion and 

main chamber. The operation mode designated H-mode 13 an example of the 

improved confinement regime obtained with diverted discharges with NBI 

[8,91. This regime, originally observed on the ASDEX device [15], is 

characterized by a spontaneous improvement in the particle confinement time 

during NBI and hence high values of nfi are obtained with moderate gas feeds. 

The second regime of operation in the closed divertor geometry is identified 

by a forced density rise (FDRJ wherein the gas feed is increased to force the 

density to rise ip to or above values it would achieve in a good high 

confinement H-mode shot. These FDR discharges are characterized by lower 

confinement times typical of open divertor and limiter discharges. ft 

necessary characteristic for the achievement of high confinement in PDX has 

been a large compression ratio and low main chamber neutral gas pressure. As 

seen in table 1, this feature is lost in the FDR case where neutral gas is 

forced back to the main chamber through the divertor scrape-off plasma or 

through residual open conductances In the divertor/maln chamber Interface 

hardware. Calculations of the neutral particle transport in diverted PDX 

discharges with NBI have been reported by Heifetz et al. CI41. 

Finally, the toroidal and pololdal distributions of H or D 

emissions give insight into the particle source locations. The toroidal 
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distribution of H a/D a emissions shows a large peak near the limiter in rail 

and scoop limited discharges, while a large peak at the location of the 

midplane gas puffing valve was observed for the open divertor case [12,16]• 

In the closed divertor case with a divertor gas feed, the toroidal 

distribution is essentially flat, but the poloidal distribution shows a strong 

localization of the particle source in the region of the divertor throat 

[9,17,18]. 

2.2 Pellet Injection 

An alternative fueling mechanism is the injection of solid hydrogen 

pellets at high speed (600-900 m/s) into the plasma. Early single pellet 

injection experiments into diverted PDX discharges with only ohmic heating 

have already been described elsewhere [19]; here we give an overview of 

results obtained with multiple pellet injection into diverted discharges with 

and without NBI. The injector used was capable of injecting three hydrogen 

pellets (~ 1.5 x 10 2 0 atoms/pellet) with arbitrary differences in the 

injection time for each pellet. 

Pellet injection has produced ohmic discharges with much higher 

density than those available with gas puffing. For ~ 300 kft ohmic discharges, 

the large pellets are able to penetrate beyond the plasma axis, resulting in a 

substantial peaking of the particle deposition on the central flux surfaces. 

For example, ohmically heated plasmas with n {o) = 3 x 10 1 4 cm"3 have been 

produced by injection of three closely spaced pellets (At i. 5 ms). The 

Murakami parameter, n eR/B T ~ 9.5, is substantially higher than that obtained 

with gas puffing. The plasma absorbed this extra fuel without disruption, and 

the global interaction with the fuel is observed to be approximately 

adiabatic. Immediately following injection, the electron temperature is 

greatly reduced, but recovers rapidly. Density and temperature profiles 
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obtained via Thomson scattering immediately before and after pellet injection 

are shown in fig. 2. After this abrupt density rise, sawtooth oscillations 

are suppressed while the central density decays with a characteristic decay 

time of 100-150 ms. The density profiles remain strongly peaked during this 

decay. 

In discharges with NBI, the pellet penetration i3 substantially 

reduced since the ablation rate is increased due to both the higher electron 

temperatures in beam-heated plasmas and the additional ablation due to fast 

beam ions [20J. For a given injected beam power, the beam ion c-ontribution 

may be enhanced even more with perpendicular injection, as in PDX, since a 

large fraction of the ions are trapped in orbits on the outboard side of the 

plasma, particularly at large minor radii. It appears that a significant 

perturbation in the plasma density profile occurs only when the pellets 

penetrate the plasma to near the q = 1 surface. For the existing pellet 

injector with a pellet speed of ~ 800 m/s, a single pellet penetrates to only 

r/a ~ 0.5 for P a b s = 2 MW, where Vail3 is the absorbed neutral beam power. The 

use of several pellets spaced l̂oSvily in time (At =1 to 2 ms), however, does 

improve penetration and results in particle deposition inside the q = 1 

surface for low beam power. For example, fig. 3 shows the change in the 

central chord visible continuum radiation (roughly proportional to n ^) for 

beam-heated discharges with pellet injection. The incremental change in the 

signal at the time of pellet injection gives a measure of the overall density 

increase due to the pellets. As the beam power increases, the penetration 

decreases, but it can be improved somewhat by stacking all three large pellets 

closely in time, effectively simulating injection of a pellet with larger 

mass. 

Using bwo closely spaced pellets, discharges with peak n (o) ~ 1 x 
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I0 1 4 cm"3 were produced wit* P a b £ J = 0.6 MW for detailed study. The central 

density remains high and the density profile remains peaked as the T a and T^ 

profiles recover after pellet injection. During this period, an increase in 

the global confinement time from 20 to 30 ns occurs, while HHD fluctuations 

c-hange from se 'tooth oscillations before pellet injection to m = 1 

oscillations afterward. 

Although a detailed comparison has not been made, £?llet fueling 

with penetration * -> the q ~ 1 surface is considerably more efficient than gas 

puffing. The fraction of injected atoms which are converted to plasma ions is 

~ 1 for the oV niic case and ~ 0.5 for the 0.5 MW beam-heated cases. The 

corresponding fueling efficiency for gas puffing is ~ 0.1 or less for high 

density ohmic plasmas £121, and is estimated to be comparable to or lower than 

this value for the beam-heated discharges. 

3. Energy Deposition and Power Balance 

3.1 Graphite Rail Limitsr 

Earlier, we reported on the properties of undiverted olasmas formed 

on standard carbon rail limiters at a single toroidal location [51. The 

uncooled limiters were often disruptive during high power HBI(p „- £_ 6 MW) for 

beam pulse lengths of fc. 150 ms. In general, however, these discharges with 
F I N J < 6 MW had negligible metallic impurity content, and radiated power 

profiles obtained with a bolometer array were hollow, with total radiated 

powers accounting for ~ 30% of the input power. It was noted at the time that 

spectroscopic estimates of radiated power were only ~ 1/2 the values obtained 

with the bolometer measurements, and the discrepancy was ascribed to the 

bolometer sensitivity to fast charge exchange neutrals arising from the 

anisotropic beam ion velocity distribution. This suggestion has since been 

studied in more detail [21], and substantively confirmed ty comparing the 
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bolometer signal from different angles of view with respect to the toroidal 

field, in addition, the contribution of the fast neutrals themselves to the 

bolometric measurements was estimated by studying the exposure of poly-methyl-

methaorylate (PMMA) to the energy flux at the vessel wall. All these methods 

indicate that up to 50% of the flux to the standard bolometer array on PDX can 

be accounted for by beam charge exchange. A measurement of the toroidal 

asymmetry in bolometric power loss measurements was made by placing a 

bolometer near the limiter location. The ratio of the power loss near the 

limiter to that 126° away toroidally (i.e., the standard bolometer location) 

was ~ 1.8 for ohmic discharges while it rose to ~ 3.5 for discharges with. 

strong NBI. If we take the radiated power toroidal distribution to be similar 

to that measured for aa emissions [16], we estimate that the total power loss 

is at least 1.4 times that given by the local bolometer array measurements. 

At the end of 1981 the rail limiters were modified to allow water 

cooling between shots to keep the bulk limiter temperature below 1Q0"C before 

the next discharge [22], A single graphite rail limiter of this type was 

subsequently used for low q(a), high < £L> experiments from February to July 

1982. In initial operation, a disruption would usually occur shortly after 

the start of neutral beam injection due to a large, influx of impurities, 

principally carbon. However, operation over a period of several months 

resulted in sufficient conditioning of the limiter surface that 6 m of NBI 

could be handled for 2S0 ms without disruption. Detailed surface analysis 

indicates that a thin Tic coating had formed on the limiter surface by the end 

of this operation period [23]. 

Similar to the results obtained with the uncooled limiters, power 

fluxes of ~ 3 kW/cra" and surface temperatures of ~ 1400 C were typical with 

high beam powers (PJ^J is. 3 MW). In general, the energy deposition on the 
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limiter varied from 15 to 30* of the input energy (E r N) and tended to saturate 

at high E ™ [22], Bolometric estimates of volume-integrated radiated power 

losses average - 30% of the input power. Some of the remaining 40-50* of the 

input power, which is still unaccounted for, can be found in the above-

mentioned toroidal asymmetry of radiation losses, although a strict accounting 

requires a detailed measurement of the toroidal and poloidal radiated power 

distribution. 

3.2 Divertor Discharges 

The energy balance and power loading of open divertor discharges 

with NBI was discussed in Ref. 5, and here we concentrate our discussion on 

results obtained principally with the closed divartor geometry and an open 

geometry with an ungettered upper dome. The energy balance of these diverted 

discharges in PDA has been discussed in some detail by Bell et al. (16]. In 

general, the largest difference between the open and closed divertor cases 

occurs in the fraction of input energy which is deposited on the divertor 

neutralizer plates. In the open divertor case with KBI, this energy to the 

plates was typically 50-60% of the input energy while it ranged from 11 - 17% 

for the closed divertor case. Almost all of this energy was deposited on the 

outer neutralizer in both cases. the average energy deposition on the 

neutralizer plate was measured by a thermocouple array and by probe 

measurements of the divertor plasma [24]. A comparison of the thermocouple 

array results and the integrated energy flux from probe data projected along 

magnetic fields lines LJ Hie outer neutralizer plate is shown in fig. 4 for a 

good H-raode discharge with PTMJ = 2.3 HW. Reasonable agreement between the 

two measurements is obtained, and tne peak power fluxes are ~ 0.2 kW/cm2. 

Also, the power deposition profile width is quite narrow, ~ 2 cm, in contrast 

to the high neutral pressure data obtained with the open divertor at high 
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plasma densities 15). 

Bolometric measurements indicate that 30-40* of the input power is 

radiated in trie main chamber while <. 5% is radiated in the divertor chamber. 

Some of the remaining power can be accounted for by a large asymmetry in the 

bolometer profiles observed near the divertor throat region in the main 

chamber. Up to ~ 15% of the input power was estimated to be radiated from 

this region for ohmically heated plasmas, and this asymmetry broadens 

considerably during NBI, The quoted values for radiated power ignore this 

asymmetry by inverting the bolometer data from the lower half of the plasma. 

The broad divertor throat radiation can cause the inverted profiles from the 

lower half to appear more peaked in the center than they really are, but 

spectroscopic estimates of impurity radiation from the plasma center indicate 

that the central radiation density is at most 100- 00 mW/cra^. 

Thus while energ; accountability was reasonably good for the open 

divertor case, it is considerably poorer for the closed divertor case. 

Efforts are underway to determine if the enhanced radiation near the divertor 

throat is sufficiently intense to account for the Blissing input energy. 

3.3 Particle Scoop tdmiter 

The power loading on the front face of the unpumped scoop limiter 

was studied by using an infrared camera to scan the midplane front face 

temperature. The surface temperature and power loading was very similar to 

that of the carbon rail limiter. Peafc surface temperatures of ~ 1400°C and 

power fluxes up to 3 Tos/cm2 were observed at P a f e g x 3 MW. with its larger 

front face area, this limiter absorbs 25-50% of the total input power, which 

is higher than the typical values for a rail limiter. The wide variation in 

this fraction is due to variations in operating conditions such as plasma 

density, current, position, etc. Toroidally asymmetric thermal loads were 
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observed on the scoop liraiter. The asymmetry was usually skewed toward the 

beam ion drift direction and tended to increase with PJUJ- I° n orbit 

calculations indicate that 20-40% of the total thermal load is due to bad ion 

orbit losses, consistent with the magnitude and direction of the observed 

asymmetries. Calorimeter probe measurements of the power flow in the plasma 

scrapeoff indicate that a total of only 60 kW, or 3% of P T o t a l ( ~ 2 M M > ' f L o w 3 

into the scoop channel [25). Finally, bolometer estimates of radiated power 

losses account for 20-40% of the total input power. Efforts are underway to 

reduce the uncertainties in both the absorbed energy fraction and the radiated 

power estimates to see if there still exists a substantial fraction of the 

input power unaccounted for. 

4. impurity Levels During Neutral Injection 

We should note immediately that the impurity levels in PDX discharges 

are seldom so great as to perturb the plasma significantly. With the 

exception of some of the closed divertor cases and cases with counter-

injection, radiated power losses ill the plasma core are only a small fraction 

<£. 10%) of the input power and do not significantly affect the overall power 

balance there. However, it is instructive to examine the plasma purity in 

order to compare the various options far limiting surfaces. Also, it will be 

seen that the average values of Z e : E f obtained with high power NBI are often 

above levels desired for reactor plasmas, all the data discussed here are for 

co-injection cases only. 

The average impurity level is conveniently characterized by the average 

plasma Z eff Since visible continuum measurements in PDX have indicated that 

the Z e£j radial profile is approximately flat for most cases of interest, we 

use the line-averaged 2eff derived from the central chord continuum emission 

as a simple impurity monitor. It was found that Z ef f rose with the onset of 
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UBI in almost all running conditions. Figure S gives the time evolution of 

the average Z e Jf f for several cases of interest. As car. be seen, only the 

water-cooled, well-conditioned graphite limiter case actually shows a decrease 

at the onset of NSI, and this decrease is due mainly to the rapidly rising 

density. 

The cleanliness of rail-limited and open divertor pla3mag was discussed 

earlier in Ref. 5. In general, low-Z impuritias were the dominant impurities 

while titanium was the most abundant metallic impurity, in concentrations of 

n_.(o)/n (o) c 10~ 3, or even less under conditions of heavy gas puffing, with 

such levels, central radiation levels were less than ~ 50 uW/cm , and hollow 

radiation profiles resulted. The later cases of the conditioned rail limiter 

and the ungettered open divertor were similar, except for occasional bursts of 

titanium radiation during divertor operation. Edge radiation from low charge 

states of C relative to characteristic OVI emissions was approximately two 

times higher for the conditioned limiter case than for the uncooled 

unconditioned limiter, and titanium radiation was often so low as to be 

undetectable in these cases. This indicates that in the best cases the cooler 

rail limiter discharges were almost entirely free of metallic impurities. 

The particle scoop limiter appears to behaw; in some ways like the 

unconditioned rail limiter, which is r.jt surprising since only seven run days 

with neutral injection were available for operation with this limiter, and it 

clearly was not optionally conditioned in that short time. X-ray pulse height 

analysis measurements indicate iron to be the most abundant metallic impurity 

in concentrations of (1-4) x 10~ 4 of the electron density, with the balance of 

zeff b e i n 9 d u e t o c a n d °' 
The closed divertor case is somewhat extraordinary in that relatively 

high metallic (principally iron) impurity levels were the norm during NBI. x-

ray PHA results show that the iron levels increase rapidly at the onset of 
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NBI, and the concentration decreases at later times due more to rising plasma 

density than decreased Fe levels. VUV spectroscopy measurements of good H-

mode discharges have given n F e{o)/n e(o) = (3.7 + 0.9) x 10 - 3 at early times in 

the NBI pulse and 1.8 x 10~ 3 at late times after the density rise which is 

characteristic of H-mode discharges. Central radiated powers due to iron are 

~ 150 mW/cm3 at early times and ~ 110 mW/cm3 at late times. Much of the rise 

in z e f f which occurs at the onset of NBI can often be attributed to increased 

iron Levels. The source of this iron is not definitely known, but most lifcely 

arises from plasma interaction with the stainless steel neutralizer plates or 

liners in the region of the divertor throat. With the exception of a few arc 

tracks, visual inspection of the liners showed no obvious polishing or damage 

which would indicate strong plasma-surface interaction. 

In our previous report 15], our best data to date indicated that the 

divertor operation with RBI resulted in cleaner plasmas than either the rail 

as toroidal bumper limiter operation modes. Since then, however, we have 

found the cooled graphite liraiter to give equivalent results, and the impurity 

control advantage of the divertor is no longer obvious for PDX discharges. 

Continuing such investigations, we have collected values of Z e f f from 

visible bremsstrahlung measurements for several operating modes, and these 

values are plotted in fig. 6 for times at least 200 ms after the onset of 

NBI. The error bars indicate the standard deviation obtained over several 

shots during a particular run while the points without error bars reflect 

values obtained from only one or two shots. While the scatter of data is 

large, it is noted that relatively clean discharges at high beam powers were 

obtained with both the open divertor and the conditioned rail limiter, while 

the closed divertor results were usually poorer due to the large iron 

concentrations. The exceptionally high datum for the closed divertor at P I N J 

= 2.2 MW came from a series of run3 in which the plasma separatrix was shifted 
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downward a few cm from its usual position. That these results were so dirty 

indicates that even the divertcr neutralizer plates must undergo some 

conditioning beEore relatively clean plasmas are obtained. The scoop limiter 

data are somewhat higher than the best rail limiter data, probably reflecting 

the relatively short run time available for the scoop. 

The present data base is insufficient to unravel any specific 

dependences of Z « on discharge parameters such as B T, I , etc. Examination 

of scalings of Z .- with I or B_ indicate that any such dependence is masked 

by a dependence on varying plasma densities. In order to eliminate the effect 

of variations in n e, we plot the quantity ri(Zeff - 1) as a function of P^jJ i n 

fig. 7 for tlie data shown in fig. 6. Only the very high Z e j f closed divertor 

data were ignored since they we" e not obtained under standard divertor 

operating conditions. Neglecting variations in plasma ion dilution due to 

impurities and in profile effects, n e(2 f f - 1) ~ £ Z 2 n z where n z is the 

average density of impurity species with ionic charge Z. Thus the plots in 

fig. 7 give rough estimates of the relative variations of impurity densities 

as a function of PT N J for each operating mode. Again, the error bars indicate 

the standard deviation of several shots while points without error bars are 

due to one or two discharges only. If the impurity densities are constant, 

this quantity would also be constant. We see that it increases strongly for 

the rail limiter cases as Pj}jj increases, indicating increasing impurity 

densities as PTHJ increases. We note, however, that this increase is not 

observed for low plasma currents (I < 300 kA) when Z e f f values are obtained 

from Thomson scattering profiles using a Spitzer resistivity model. The lack 

of such a dependence on P I N J at low I may be related to the observation that 

a lower fraction of the input energy is absorbed by the limiter at low 

currents than at high currents [22]. The scoop data, lie above most of the 
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rail limiter values except at highest P I N J . This is probably a reflection of 

the short time spent in operation of the scoop, and its relatively 

unconditioned state. The open divertor data are quite independent of p m j 

except for the low beam power case, while the closed divertor case also 

indicates a weaker dependence on P I N J than the rail limiters. A cursory look 

into the difference between the open and closed divertor3 indicates that it 

can at least sometimes be ascribed to high iron levrels in the closed divertor 

plasmas. The divertor data as yet show no strong upward trend with P I Nj as do 

the rail and scoop limiters. 

Finally, we report an interesting observation of impurity behavior in 

the presence of pellet injection fueling. Figure 8 presents X-ray PKA results 

for the impurity levels in a closed divertor discharge with pellet injection 

and 600 kW of absorbed neutral beam power. At the time of the pellet 

injection, a large density rise occurs and the x-ray enhancement factor 

decreases to a value of 1, which is - 2 times less than that expected from 

dilution alone. ^ eff drops from 1.8 to 1.0 and recovers slowly, while a drop 

due to dilution of the plasma with pure hydrogen would result 'n a value of no 

less than 1 .2. Estimate., from visible brents str ah lung measurements also 

indicate that Ze£f drops to 1, which is significantly lower than that expected 

from dilution alone. These results suggest that the pellet fueling process is 

aiding in the expulsion of impurities from the plasma. While these results 

are preliminary, they may point to an additional benefit of pel let fueling. 

5. Summary 

We have extended our previous investigations of particle and impurity 

control to include pellet fueling and discharges formed with a closed high 

recycling divertor system or an unpumped particle scoop limiter. The gas load 

required to fuel a scoop limited plasma ia significantly lower than a rail 

limiter, while the closed divertor case can be adequately fueled with 
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considerably less gas than the old open divertor. Substantial neutral gas 

pressures can be sustained in either the scoop plenum or closed divertor 

region with relatively low pressures in the plasma main chamber. 

Pellet injection provides an attractive alternative to gas puffing at 

the plasma edge as a fueling method. Very high density ohmic discharges have 

been obtained in a moderate toroidal field without disruption. The present 

injector system is capable of centrally fueling a discharge with modest beam 

power (1 600 kw), and the resulting discharges display improved confinement 

over that of the prepallet plasma. Central fueling with higher beam powers 

requires larger and/or faster pellets than were available on PDX. There is 

some evidence that pellet fueling also helps to flush out central impurities 

from the plasma.. 

Comparison of impurity levels determined from visible bremsstrahlung 

measurementa and power balance for several modes of operation indicates that 

while very clean discharges with high neutral injection power can be obtained 

with both an open divertor and a graphite rail limiter, the limiter data often 

show an increasing impurity density as P I Nj increases when the diluting effect 

of increasing plasma density is taken into account. This observation raises 

the question of the ability of limiter discharges to sustain favorable 

impurity performance under increasing pulse lengths and power loading. The 

apparent advantage of the divertor over the graphite liraiter appears only near 

the end of our accessible parameter range, and it v.'ould be of interest to 

pursue such comparisons to higher power levels in cder to differentiate more 

clearly between the power handlinc and impurity generation capabilities of 

these configurations. The testing of the presumably more favorable power 

handling abilities of a divertor geometry for high power pulses longer than 

our 300 ms beam pulse is thus highly desirable. 
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TABLE I. GftS FUELING OF NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED DISCHftRGES 

Configuration 
( 1 0 1 5 c m - 2 ) 

S p e c i e s p I N j Flow R a t e 
((W) T o r r - t / s e c 

P ^ M a i n ) 
( T o r r ) 

P ? ( D i v ) 
i T o r r ) 

R a i l U m i t e r 3.4 D° + H T 2 .5 56 9 . 6 x 10" 1.3 x 10 - 5 

Scoop L l m l t e r 3.3 D" + H T 2.3 2 . 6 7 .3 X 10' ,-5 1 .0 X 10 

Open Dlver^ior 

3.1 

2 . 6 

H" + D + 

D° + D T 

2 . 0 

2 . 7 

115 

80 

9 . 9 X 10 

4.1 x 10" 

-S 1.6 X 10 

7 .3 X 10 

C l o s e d D l v e r t o r ( H ) 2 . 6 

(FOR) 4 . 6 

D° + D' 

D ° -»• D 

2.2 

2 . 0 

20 

150 

9 .3 X 1 0 " ' 1.6 X 10 

3 . 0 x 10" 

i-4 

> 10 - 3 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.1 Mevtral gas pressure as a function of line-uveraged plasma density for 

closed divertor configuration with ohmlc heating-

Fig. 2 Plasma electron density and temperature prof i les for an ohmlcally 
heated plasma before and af ter pe l l e t Inject ion. 

Fig.3 Central chord vis ible continuum signals for p e l l e t injection into 
discharges with di f ferent P T M J and varying timing of the three 
p e l l e t s . The l a s t p e l l e t penetrates to r = 13/16,25, and 11 cm for 
cases a ,h , c , and d, respect ively. 

Fig.4 Total energy deposited on outer neutral iaer p la te (Nt1 as a function of 
distance above the bottom of the neutra l izer p l a t e . The histogram 
ref lec ts measurements from a thermocouple array on the neutral izer 
plate while the points indicate values derived from probe measurements 
of the divertor plasma. 

Fig.5 Time evolution of line-averaged Z e f f from vis ib le bremsstrahlung 
measurements for various configurations. 

Fig.6 v is ib le bremsstranlung measurements of Z f _ af ter a t lt>ast - 200 ms of 
neutral injection for several configurations. 

Fig.7 Dilution-corrected impurity density estimates as a function of injected 
power. 

Fig.8 Time evolution of Z f£ and the X-ray enhancement factor ? during pe l l e t 
injection as derived from X-ray PHA measurements. The decrease in 
impurity concentration appears to be stronger than that expected from 
di lut ion only. 
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